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CardsOnline is a card management system that
allows you to issue and manage multifunctional
cards in an easy and cost-efficient way.
CardsOnline takes a central role in the card
production and management of your organization
and will reduce costs at the same time. Especially
when the smart ID cards are produced and used at
multiple locations.
CardsOnline provides an unlimited number of
locations and users. Advanced password access
ensures protection of both users and data in the
entire system.
CardsOnline is your one card solution.

EFFICIENT, CLEAR AND
COST-CUTTING
No longer a wallet full of diﬀerent cards is required
for entrance, registration, cash register and other
applications. A single card can be used for all
applications. Use the card to grant access to
buildings and parking spaces, for printing and locker
facilities. In addition, use the same card for payment
at vending machines, or to pay for lunch at the
canteen.

Printing, Encoding and Activation of a card can all be done with
one print job in CardsOnline.

Card management becomes eﬀortless with
CardsOnline. Schedule automatic expiration,
reprinting of cards or manage lost cards by blocking
temporarily or permanently with just a couple of
clicks. By using only one system for all functionalities,
you save both time and cost, while simplifying your
administration.

THE CARD PRODUCTION
PROCESS
Produce smart ID cards in a couple of simple steps:
Step 1. Create a card design with our intuitive Card
Designer.
Step 2. Import cardholders data automatically or add
data to a datarecord manually.
Step 3. Add passport photos from Webcam or TWAIN
sources using the photo capture tool with
intelligent auto-capture and auto-cropping
features.
Step 4. Batch print selected data records. Manage
the inline encoding and printing process with
the Card Print Manager. Easily encode all
available data directly onto the card, without
adding any steps to the production cycle:
real inline encoding.
Step 5. Inform the connected facility applications
about activation of the cards.

CardsOnline data manager overview

UNIQUE STRUCTURE
CardsOnline has a unique structure to optimize the work ﬂow of your
organization. Featuring three levels for users, data and card management.

HOST ADMINISTRATOR
Manage Groups and Group types for all
individual parts of your organisation.

GROUP ADMINISTRATOR
Manage Units to organise your
information and card designs.

UNIT OPERATOR
Manage cardholders data and card
production

Soap Data Agent
Roles
Languages
Reports
Look & Feel

Ribbon Management
CCI Encoding Files
RSP/ISO number Range
E-mail Management
Print Sessions
Card Term Settings
Photo Capture/Upload
Fingerprint
Signature
Card Designer
Print Jobs
Card Management
Import XLS
Manage Data Fields
Batch Processing

CARD MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
CardsOnline becomes the link between the smart card and other systems
(e.g. access control) in your organization. Connections between these systems are
established through custom made data agents and web services, deﬁned by a
data model at the start of each project.

DATABASE

CLIENT
DATABASE

AGENT

ACCESS CONTROL

COPY AND PRINT

AGENT

CardsOnline interacting with databases, hardware and other applications.

REGISTER

WEBSERVICES &
DATA AGENTS
Information from external systems such as
HR-systems can be shared with CardsOnline using
custom data agents. CardsOnline becomes your
central point for managing data, and keeping
every-thing synchronized from a single point of
entry.
Changes or new card holder data can be managed
and your connected facility applications are
automatically updated.

FEATURES
Cloud solution
Centralized data management
Connection to your databases
Advanced user management
Professional card design
Import and export data
Single or batch Printing
Life cycle management of the card

THE CLOUD SOLUTION
CardsOnline oﬀers a one card solution merging
ID related systems & services into one card management and production interface. CardsOnline provides
two setup options:
Local setup: CardsOnline is installed on the local
network of a customer.
Cloud Solutio : More and more people choose the
CardsOnline Cloud Solution. It provides easy access
through a web browser and only requires internet
connection. So no local installation of the software,
no maintenance of expensive infrastructure and
knowhow. Always the latest features and functionality available. No high investment, just a monthly
subscription fee covering all costs.

CLOUD
SOLUTION

ANYWHERE
EVERYWHERE

MONTHLY
SUBSCRIPTION
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